Clinical informatics in medical education: yesterday, today, tomorrow. Experiences at the first Faculty of Medicine, Charles University.
The subject known as clinical informatics started to develop in the 60's in medical education of clinical disciplines and was mainly concerned with structuring information for instruction and examinations. This application contributed substantially to the development of the discipline of medical education that started to be considered as a legitimate new field that could become a clinical sub-specialty in its own right. Due to uneven access to computer hardware the area developed differently in the West and East. We elaborated our projects for application of didactic games in internal medicine for the paper and pencil system. On turn of the 90's the use of PCs brought new possibilities for the application of computer programme support in the analysis of the effectiveness of the system of instruction in internal medicine we were concerned with. We carried out two longitudinal studies in clinical memory of the 4th and 6th year students of the same study cycle. In a non-anonymous questionnaire, more than 1000 respondents described their experience in observation/examination of 70 recommended disorders important for internal practice. We offer some unpublished results showing how the clinical memory of the students is formed during the four-year study and how few possibilities there are for some students to see some manifestations of various clinical disorders. Thinking about the future we are preparing a series of integrated medical and language programmes for the use of the multi-medial approach.